And yet, the subsequent "bottom-up" movements of OWS that arose across the United States and around the world in some ways powerfully attest to the realization of what Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri's term the "multitude," a spontaneous and rhizomatic form of social organization that embodies the potential to work within and against Empire, or postmodern global capitalism. Empire, they maintain, paradoxically guarantees the very preconditions for social organizing by creating an ostensibly common global class of workers. However, the exclusion of a meaningful consideration of difference within rhizomatic organization of OWS, I assert, reflects an impasse in the concept of the multitude itself. Consequently, Hardt and Negri's related concept of love, or what coheres the multitude under Empire, and, to my mind, one of their most promising concepts, is also therefore haunted and disabled by this very disjuncture.
To bridge this disjuncture, I begin by deconstructing the concept of the multitude so as to reconstruct it. In the first section I explore how the multitude homogenizes difference through falsely assuming a common homogenous class of workers, particularly through Hardt and Negri's supplanting of identity with "singularity," a term rooted in western philosophy that signals a social difference that is "different in itself" and contains different attributes (2004, 128) . In the second section, I focus on how the authors further efface identity and difference through their deployment of archipelagic metaphors to conceptualize the coalescing of singularities into spontaneous social movements, making it seem as though diverse individuals and communities are automatically linked by a common (class) base. I then proceed to call upon radical women of color feminisms and related scholarship to trouble the authors' central assumptions about the nature of identity and its significance, or lack thereof, in social organizing. In particular, I limn out and critique their misappropriation of radical scholars of color and the authors' reliance on limited postmodern conceptions of identity. Through these shortsighted approaches to identity and social organizing, I argue, Hardt and Negri place under erasure the embodied histories and uneven terrains of Empire.
Pursuant to bridging this impasse, and, in doing so, perhaps reimaging and remapping the multitude's very ontological grounds, in the penultimate section I call upon Gloria Anzald ú a's Chicana third space feminist theorizations, specifically her interrelated and fluid metaphors for social organizing-bridge, drawbridge, sandbar, and island-to foreground and explore a more complex and inclusive mode of social organizing. These metaphors and praxes of becoming and bridging bring into relief the actual fleshy bodies of social organizing-their
